Xiglú: a Green home designed by two entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs from Almería
DURATION: 1’42’’
LOCATION: Cabo de Gata, Serón, ALMERÍA
SUMMARY:
SUMMARY: It has the shape of an igloo and it is also inspired in the famous Eskimos houses. The Xiglú is a
dome-shaped wood home, that it is not only sustainable and energy-efficient but also transportable and
allows self-construction. This project has been designed by two entrepreneurs from Almería, that have also
built the first Xiglí in a camping of the Natural Park of Cabo de Gata.
VTR:
AMBIENCE
AMBIENCE

"Welcome to the green home of the future.”

This is a Xiglú. Its name and shape are inspired in the famous Eskimos houses, although these ones are
made out of wood and also…
JAVIER CEJUDO
Xilacurve

"It is sustainable; it generates a minimum environmental impact. On the other hand it is flexible:
you can design it the way you want and transform it depending on your needs.”

Because its construction system is based on modules in the shape of an orange segment that make them
quick and easy to assemble. In just five days it is built and ready to be inhabited.
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"It even allows self-construction, that means that the person that is going to live in that
Xiglú, previously designed by him, also can build it.”

A different type of house that was comes from the creativity and effort of two entrepreneurs from
Almería. Javier, a professional engineer, and Juanjo, that a few months ago started looking for a way
to rejuvenate his carpentry business.
JUAN JOSÉ CAMPOS
Xilacurve

"We wanted to do something that really made the difference.”

This Xiglú has thirty two squared meters and is worth a bit more than twenty two thousand euros. This one
was constructed a few days ago in a camping of the Natural Park of Cabo de Gata.
CLIENT

"It has really impressed me. The volume, the chances it offers to adapt it to your needs, clarity, light,
everything.”

ANTONIO SOLER
Los Escullos Camping

"It is an alternative to the bungalows we already have and that all the camp-sites in Europe
have.”

JAVIER CEJUDO
Xilacurve

"We are working with several schools that want to use the shape of the Xiglú to create classrooms.”

It can be also used as an office or as a health module. Its usability depends on the needs and the
imagination of the user.

For more information or support please call +34 647 310 157 or email info@andalusianstories.com

